
Another week has flown by… 

Next week we are beginning to think about winter - the weather has certainly changed! 

As always, we will continue to look at sounds, blending and segmenting green words.  We are also 

starting to write simple CVC words, listening to each sound.  We are now encouraging the children 

to sound the words in their head (you may hear them say FRED in your head!). 

In Literacy, we will be looking at wintery pictures.  How do they make us feel?  We will be using 

keywords “It is…” “It has…” or even “I can see…” to help us write simple sentences.  We will be 

introducing adjectives (a describing word) to help make our writing more exciting! 

In numeracy, we will be looking at simple adding, using the correct language (add, adding, plus, 

+, altogether makes, equals and =).  We will see what happens when we add 2 numbers together.  

Things to remember: If your child does anything amazing at home - unaided (reading, swimming 

without arm bans etc.,) can you please photo or video it and send it to us via Tapestry.  Your work 

is as vital as ours is – you know your child the best! 

A reminder – I am sending homework out over 2 weeks, so you won’t get any this week.  Please 

keep up with the reading. 

Another busy week Butterfly class.  Can you believe that next week we move into December? 

Next week: 

In English we are continuing with the book Emma Jane's Aeroplane. 

In Maths: we are comparing and ordering numbers.  

In Science: we are learning about the sense of smell. 

In RE: we will start learning about the Christmas story. 

In Geography: we are visiting North America and learning a fun continents song.   

In Art: we are creating African sunsets and silhouettes. 

On Friday we will have PE, forest school and we will be practising the Christmas nativity.  

Have a lovely weekend.  

Next Week: 

In English - we will be focusing on reading and Guided Reading tasks and we will be introducing 

the story of the Nativity by writing character descriptions. 

In Maths - we will be recapping adding two 2 digit numbers together.  We will be subtracting 2 

digit numbers from 2 digit numbers. 

In Science we will be learning about how an animal's survival is dependent upon their 

environment.  This will link in with the children's homework about protecting the planet. 

In Geography we will be jetting off to Brazil in South America! 

In RE we will be bringing together all of our learning about the Bible stories we have looked at. 

In Art we will be finishing our African jewellery and African masks. 


